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1.2. Enhancements
The following enhancements are included in this release:
Change Request
Description
Remove the Funds Pre-Commitment (FPC)
ENHC0010527
requirement for saving agreements in "Draft" status
in CRM.
Specify the missing note title for FAS agreements
ENHC0010528
in CRM to inform users of which note is required
for further processing.
Allow FAS users to return amendments to Program
ENHC0010529
Assistants or Program Managers in CRM as
opposed to the generic “Return” option.
Add email correspondence for request access
rejections in Pega to inform agency AGMOs that
ENHC0010531
requests have been rejected along with rejection
details.
Add "Publish to Grants.gov" warning message in
Pega to prevent users from publishing
ENHC0010532
opportunities to Grants.gov without a synopsis or
opportunity package.
Enable copying of existing opportunities in Pega to
ENHC0010533
reduce the manual labor needed in recreating
similar opportunities.
Attach PDFs of Pega financial and performance
ENHC0010534
reports to the agreement screen in CRM upon
approval of the reports in Pega.
Implement a workbasket soluEtion for internal
ENHC0010546
agency report review in Pega as opposed to
individual report assignments.
Remove the ability for APHIS Program Managers
ENHC0010547
to create opportunities in Pega.
Allow NIFA to edit published opportunities in Pega
ENHC0010548
to avoid cancelling existing opportunities.
Remove the Indirect Cost Spreadsheet as a
ENHC0010557
required attachment for FAS agreements in CRM.
Add the “Program Area” field to FAS Program
ENHC0010558
Objects in CRM after it was erroneously deleted.
Prepopulate the “Justification for Non-Competition”
field on NIFA Capacity Agreements in CRM to
ENHC0010576
reduce the amount of manual labor needed during
agreement creation.
Remove validations to cancel agreements in CRM
ENHC0010577
to avoid agreements being stuck in “Draft” status.
Modify the NIFA amendment workflow to mirror the
ENHC0010579
existing agreement workflow in CRM to allow for
more convenient editing on amendments.
Offer a blank option for the “Congressional District”
ENHC0010587
field on foreign agreements in CRM as this field is
not required for these types of agreements.
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1.3. Defects
Correction of the following defects are included in this release:
Change Request
Description
Update the legal notice text in Pega with requested
DFCT0010480
verbiage from OCFO and new technical
requirements.
Modify the Disable condition for the "Retrieve
Application" button to remain active following
DFCT0010481
opportunity closure to allow agencies application
retrieval functionality.
Enforce validation of FAA contact information on
DFCT0010483
opportunities in Pega to prevent missing or
incomplete data entries.
Correct the authority listed on FAS agreement
DFCT0010485
forms in CRM to “7 U. S. C. 3291” for the
cooperative agreement type.
Update the CRM country and region codes to
DFCT0010490
match the entries currently in FMMI.
Enable page navigation for Manage Permissions in
DFCT0010492
Pega to allow users to see all users from an
organization.
Add a tooltip for the phone number format on the
DFCT0010504
“Create Contact” screen in CRM to inform users of
the desired format.
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